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Millions of people across the world celebrated Chinese New Year as they 
welcomed the Year of the Pig.  
 
In Singapore, colleagues from Globelink Singapore and HQ office gathered 
for a Yu Sheng session, otherwise known as Lo-Hei or prosperity toss, to 
usher in good fortune. A Yu Sheng Platter contest was held with 8 teams 
competing against one other to come up with their own creative take on 
the dish! 
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And when it was time to start the tossing, everyone had a fun time 
tossing the colourful and flavourful Yu Sheng high up while shouting 
out the auspicious phrases. 
 

It was a fun and boisterous, albeit messy affair that is a yearly tradition 

in Singapore’s office! 

For our colleagues in China, the Spring Festival is one of the most important festivals in Chinese culture featuring 
family reunions, feasts, and various cultural activities. 
 
Every year, Globelink Tianjin holds a dinner for all their employees in appreciation of their hard work for the year 
as well as to welcome a new year together. The dinner, which was held on 25th January 2019, was graced by CWT 
Globelink Group’s Executive Chairman, Mr Tan Choon Wei. 

This year coincides with the office’s 24th anniversary since establishment and a birthday cake was specially 

prepared for the occasion.  

Fun and interactive games were served up throughout the dinner and they received enthusiastic responses from 

all the participants. And one of the most highly anticipated segment of the dinner was the lucky draw with 

attractive prizes that were up for grab! 

 

 

Mr Li Nai Jun, General Manager of 

Globelink Tianjin, delivered a 

welcome address at the opening 

ceremony and this was followed 

by a speech from Mr Tan who 

also thanked the staff for their 

hard work and contributions to 

the company. 
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Globelink Xingang was established in 1995 with more than 100 
employees now. It is the first branch office set up in China and we 
mainly engaged in maritime cargo consolidation business in the 
field of exports and imports. With hard work and full dedication, we 
have grown over the years to become the top leading consolidator 
in Xingang market. In addition, Globelink Tianjin is both ISO and AEO 
certified. 
 
Located 160 kilometers from Beijing and 60 kilometers from the city 
center of Tianjin, Tianjin Port is the largest made made sea port in 
mainland China and and one of the largest in the world. The port 
trades with more than 600 ports in 180 countries and territories 
around the world. 
 
 

 

Employees of Globelink Dalian gathered for a cozy 
dinner as they were treated to a sumptuous meal 
organized by the company in a form of appreciation for 
all for the efforts and dedications of the past year. CWT 
Globelink Group’s Executive Chairman, Mr Tan Choon 
Wei, was invited to join in the dinner.  
 
The dinner was an excellent opportunity for colleagues 
to unwind and get to know one another better outside 
the office. 
 
The night drew to a close as Mr Tan presented prizes 
to the lucky winners of the lucky draw. 

Globelink Xingang strongly serve 60 direct service trade lanes and we are the only consolidator 
who has regular direct service to below ports: 
 

 Xingang to Moji       
 Xingang to Manila South & Manila North 
 Xingang to Prague 

 

 
 Xingang to Incheon  
 Xingang to Piraeus  
 Xingang to Helsinki 

 
 

Located 160 kilometers from Beijing and 60 kilometers from the city center of Tianjin, Tianjin Port is the largest 
made made sea port in mainland China and and one of the largest in the world. The port trades with more than 600 
ports in 180 countries and territories around the world. 
 
Globelink Tianjin is able to offer our customers international sea freight, trucking, customs declaration/clearance 
and insurance agency services. In order to improve Globelink’s brand and inland service quality, we have also 
established a sales network in other major cities such as Beijing, Shijiazhuang, Zhengzhou, Xi’an, Shenyang and more. 
 

Globelink Tianjin 
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Dalian Port is located in the southern tip 
of the Liaodong Peninsula, and in the 
shore of the Yellow Sea and Bohai Sea, 
the Shandong Peninsula across the sea. 
Dalian is back in accordance with the 
hinterland of Northeast China, it is an 
important economic on the eastern coast 
of China for trade, port, industry, tourism 
city. 

Globelink Dalian also has sales offices in Shenyang, Harbin and Changchun in order to cover the 
important inland locations to service the multitude requirements of customers. We offer 15 direct 
export services as well as 6 direct import services. 

We are the only one in the market having regular direct services to below ports: 
 

 Dalian to Prague 
 Dalian to Gothenburg 
 Dalian to Barcelona 

 

Globelink Dalian 

Established in 2001, Globelink Dalian provides a wide range of sea freight forwarding services which 
include booking, storage, transshipment cargo, container consolidation, devanning, customs clearance, 
inspection, insurance and inland transportation services.  
 
We have a reliable container network with direct sailings to and from common destinations like 
Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Korea, United Kingdom, Spain, Sweden, etc.   
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New Service - Miami to Asunción 

Asunción 

Miami 

 

SERVICE DETAILS 

Carrier: MSC 

Sailing day: Monday 

Transit time: 32 days 

Frequency: Fortnightly 

 

 
For rates inquiry and more information, please 

contact Bruno Barbi at + 1 305 715 1142 or 

email brunob@carotrans.com. 
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Australia 11 Mar Melbourne Labour Day 

Bulgaria 03 Mar Liberation Day 

India 04 Mar Maha Shivaratri/Shivaratri 

Indonesia 07 Mar Hari Raya Nyepi 

Korea 01 Mar Independence Movement Day 

Mauritius 04 Mar Maha Shivaratree 

 12 Mar National Day 

Pakistan 23 Mar Pakistan Day 

Philippines 16 Mar Davao City Day 

Sri Lanka 04 Mar Maha Shivaratri 

 20 Mar Madin Full Moon Poya Day 
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CWT Globelink Group  

All Rights Reserved. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this newsletter, no 

liability can be accepted for errors, omissions or inaccuracies of any kind. CWT Globelink would be pleased to receive 

amendments and other appropriate information for possible inclusion. 


